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What is Blockchain Technology?

A blockchain is a growing list of records, called blocks, which are linked using cryptography. Each
block contains a cryptographic hash of the previous block a timestamp, and transaction data
(generally represented as a Merkle tree).
By design, a blockchain is resistant to modification of the data. It is “an open, distributed ledger
that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a verifiable and permanent
way.
A blockchain is, in the simplest of terms, a time-stamped series of immutable record of data that
is managed by cluster of computers not owned by any single entity. Each of these blocks of data
(i.e. block) are secured and bound to each other using cryptographic principles (i.e. chain).
So, what is so special about it and why are we saying that it has industry disrupting capabilities?
The blockchain network has no central authority — it is the very definition of a democratized
system. Since it is a shared and immutable ledger, the information in it is open for anyone and
everyone to see. Hence, anything that is built on the blockchain is by its very nature transparent
and everyone involved is accountable for their actions.

Is Blockchain Technology the New Internet?
The blockchain is an undeniably ingenious invention – the brainchild of a person or group of
people known by the pseudonym, Satoshi Nakamoto. But since then, it has evolved into
something greater, and the main question every single person is asking is: What is Blockchain?
By allowing digital information to be distributed but not copied, blockchain technology created
the backbone of a new type of internet. Originally devised for the digital currency, Bitcoin the
tech community has now found other potential uses for the technology.

Blockchain Explained
A blockchain carries no transaction cost. (An infrastructure cost yes, but no transaction cost.) The
blockchain is a simple yet ingenious way of passing information from A to B in a fully automated
and safe manner. One party to a transaction initiates the process by creating a block. This block
is verified by thousands, perhaps millions of computers distributed around the net. The verified
block is added to a chain, which is stored across the net, creating not just a unique record, but a
unique record with a unique history. Falsifying a single record would mean falsifying the entire
chain in millions of instances. That is virtually impossible. Bitcoin uses this model for monetary
transactions, but it can be deployed in many others ways.

What is OCB Blockchain Wallet?

Market analysis

It is almost impossible to find out how many people trade cryptocurrencies and how often they
actually trade them. The reasons are following:



Users can have more than one wallet. They usually have wallets for different services,
cryptocurrencies, and for different activities: payment, holding, exchange etc.
Users of exchanges can have many smaller virtual wallets for every platform, possibly
even one wallet for every transaction

The only way to effectively count the number of cryptocurrency users is an approximation.
According to available data, currently over 28,000,000 wallets were created using the blockchain
network.
To compare this number: at the beginning of the year 2017, only approx. 10,000,000 wallets
existed. We can easily see the sharp increase in the number of wallets within the last two years.
However, to make our estimation relevant, we see the 28,000,000 wallets as a upper limit for our
calculations.

What is OCB Blockchain?

X Blockchain wallet is a longstanding Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other altcoin, is one of the website
can be popular in the future.
OCB Blockchain also has a blockchain explorer that aims to help users understand the current
status of Bitcoin including latest transactions and the number of transactions per day.
As we know, the Blockchain wallet is highly popular for a number of reasons.
People love the easy-to-use layout, as well as the Blockchain is positive reputation. Well-liked for
small transactions and regular payments.




Helpful to spend funds from a paper wallet.
Easy and straightforward to use makes it appealing for new Bitcoin users.
People like the smartphone app’s functionality.

What is the purpose of OCB Blockchain wallet?

OCB Blockchain wallet will provide users with many current features with many utilities for quick
and safe transaction and payment purposes.
Like many services, OCB Blockchain has a fairly swift sign-up process. You only need to take a few
steps and you’ll have access to your wallet. Simply input an email, choose a super strong
password, and you’re ready to start receiving Bitcoin and other altcoin.

The user interface is fairly intuitive upon opening with a small selection of tabs combined with a
sticky “Send and Receive” menu at the top. Everything is clear and easy to understand for the
layman. This is perfect if it is your first Bitcoin wallet.
Your transaction data sits readily available directly near the blockchain explorer feature. This
means monitoring all in goings and outgoings is possible live, right from within the wallet.
Security is highlighted with status bars, which will be defaulted to red upon your first login. There
is nothing out of the ordinary in the way that it is presented. Everything is fluid and no additional
downloads are necessary. It operates in the way a hot wallet should.
Today the OCB Blockchain wallet incorporates the old Blockchain features and electronic
payments will please all users.

Security
The ideal wallet should be convenient for the accessing and trading funds, but more importantly,
it should keep your tokens secure.
The OCB Blockchain wallet security tab makes sure your defenses are bolstered up to prevent
any potential threats or hacks.
Running an account as without using the security features is pretty much like leaving a car
unlocked in a big car park. Sure it might be ok for a while, but it’s a car park so car thieves are
likely to be around. Eventually one of them will try the door handle and it will just pop right open.
With a hot wallet, it’s always vital you are accessing the correct website. It is a good idea to
bookmark or specifically type it in each time. Entering the site through Google or clicking an email
that looks legit could just send you to a scam site waiting to phish your sensitive information
To start with, make sure you backup your recovery key. If your recovery is backed up, you’ll be
able to get your Bitcoins back in the result of lost data or passwords. The recovery phrase is
effectively a representation of your private key so keep safe and don’t ever put it into digital
format. Opting for the simple pen and paper method is surprisingly secure (just don’t lose it!).
The SMS and two-factor authentication is an expected step on any financial account these days,
and OCB Blockchain Wallet includes this choice. It will stop quick fingers from accessing your
account with just an email address and password.
There is a nice final feature which blocks Tor requests. When turned on it hardens your wallet
against anonymous entities on the dark web.

Accessibility
The OCB Blockchain wallet is very easy to get started with.
It provides lots of little features that smooth out any rough edges, making Bitcoin trading and
usage simple to understand for the newcomer.

The send function is very clear.
Simply select how much Bitcoin you want to send by inputting your local fiat amount and it will
convert it via the current exchange rate.
Converting Bitcoin to Ethereum or other altcoin is made painless via the exchange area, which
helps stop any fiddly conversions or using outside services. These two features make it accessible
for those who don’t want to be bothered with exchange rates and conversions.
Smartphone wallet users will be pleasantly surprised with the quick pair function that authorizes
the app on your phone. Simply scan the browser QR code and it will log you into the app. All you
need to do is throw a pin code on and you’re away.
Receiving funds through the browser was fine, although it took me a few seconds to find the
public address QR code. I like them to be nice and primed for quick payments and no mistakes.
This is certainly something that is important if we expect Bitcoin to be used more often in dayto-day life.
One ideal little helper for new users is the popup that greets you on the first logout. It advises
you to set your backup recovery key before you lose anything. This is particularly useful, even if
it’s just a little reminder to slow down and take care.
An interesting feature of OCB Blockchain wallet is the ability of electronic payment, users can pay
via wallet app or OCB Blockchain card which provided by us with extremely fast and safe.

Wallet structure
Three wallets co-exist within the centralized exchange.
The first wallet is the main wallet where user’s funds are deposited and withdrawn. It can hold
both fiat and digital currencies. Funds in this wallet can be moved to the sub-wallets in the
exchange structure. Whenever a user would like to trade, funds are automatically moved to the
non-margin or to the margin wallet.
The non-margin wallet only allows exchange of crypto, tokens, assets, and stocks with a 1:1
leverage ratio. An exchange consists of directly transferring the ownership of an asset for another
one. The majority of the funds held in this wallet are secured in cold storage.
The margin wallet allows for the margin trading of digital assets and traditional productssuch as
Forex. A margin trade consists of depositing funds as margin to gain access to a loan – the
leverage.
The deposit can be done in fiat or any asset and will be locked in a multi signature escrow to
generate a collateral credit utilized for trading.

User interface and applications
Blockchainless experience
A good user interface solution shouldn’t require any difficult user action or input in order to
leverage and derive value from the underlying technology.
Whenever possible the existing trading processes need to be automated so that the frontend just
helps users to request an action which is fulfilled automatically.
The various processes and steps such as determining the gas level, or cancelling an unconfirmed
transaction, or the acquisition of specific tokens to work with a specific DApp’s, or moving funds
within wallets, or contributing to a specific crowd sale, or the collateralization of assets to trigger
a collateral credit will be done automatically and seamlessly.

Conversation skills interface
The name OCB was inspired by a different key component which will help empower users and
simplify the interaction with technology framework.

This key component is an AI with conversation skills.
The AI will also provide a new way to interact with the software and reach any features, data,
applications, or assets.
The AI will be the main point of interaction within the software and will be used to navigate within
the apps, learn about features, get price quotes, ask questions, etc.
As a user continues to interact with the software the AI will learn from the users habits and will
automatically display shortcuts toward the most used features within the application.
The AI will further simplify the user experience through writing or voice requests.
For example, writing “send 20 Euros worth of BTC to @adam” will pre-configure the wallet to
send 20 Euros in Bitcoins to the contact Adam.
Saying “ETHUSD H4” will open a ETH/USD chart with a H4 time frame. “BTC” will provide data
about the price or will suggest opening a chart or a wallet.
The AI will be able to help and guide users initially by simplifying the setup of an account and will
continue to help users by assisting with various commands and monitoring user’s activities for
mistakes such as entering a non-existing, non-active or wrong address.
The AI can also be requested to monitor and analyze the risk and exposure of user’s portfolio and
so on.

Easy purchase, transfer and exchange of assets.

The interfaces of the OCB platform and wallet have been designed to facilitate the exchange,
buying or selling of any assets in the system without the need for a complex or traditional process.
Buying a fraction of Bitcoin or apple with fiat or any other funding source would take few seconds.
The same will also be true for the rebalancing of one’s portfolio allocation. This type of user
interface will greatly ease the transfer of value and assets. Future iterations will even allow users
to seamlessly send Bitcoins to an Ethereum address; or to a contact’s a phone number or an email
address even if this person does not have OCB account.

Specific features
The wallet is a mobile application designed to better connect users with their finances with a
greater emphasis on monitoring and simple payment transactions and asset management while
the trading application is a mobile, web and desktop application focused on the trading aspect.

Mobile application OCB Wallet

The OCB Wallet could be seen as a hybrid solution that mixes the best features of a crypto wallet
while also providing features similar to other mobile banking and investing applications such as
Revolut, N26, and Robinhood.
A OCB Wallet user will have the possibility to manage their asset portfolio or to buy, sell,
exchange and transfer assets with ease. The application will also provide easy access to collateral
credit, and be capable of making a payment with the use of the OCB debit card or the NFC
features of their Smartphone. A user could use any asset supported by the exchange as a
payment or collateral source.
Users will be able to pay their bill with their Apple stocks, Bitcoin, US Dollars, tokenized assets,
or any collateral credit

Additional Security Features
One of the user concerns that prevents cryptocurrency adoption is the security.
Whether it is about the security of user accounts or user funds, OCB sees it necessary to
allocate an important part of our resources to security that does not compromise the userfriendliness of OCB
In general security features could be divided into two different categories. The first are those
which are designed to help protect against and prevent external threats. The second are

features designed to help reduce or prevent user errors. OCB has carefully considered both
types of risk and security features when designing the technology framework.

Funds protection
When users delegate the security of their funds to the OCB Exchanges or other 3rd party
partners, these funds will generally be stored in multiple multi-signature cold storage wallets
located in different locations and secured by different regulated teams. Extensive AI and
monitoring solutions combined with ongoing audits every 30 minutes will be utilized internally
to help reduce risks to funds to the greatest extent possible

Users account protection
While OCB will do all that is possible to ensure the highest level of security against external
threats, it is clear that just merely complying with existing financial regulations or industry “Best
Practices” such as providing multi-factor login, IP or device monitoring, is woefully inadequate
when it comes to fully protecting clients.
Security options in OCB will be further enhanced by hardware solutions for 3FA logins, and
more. This type of solution would only allow either trading or a login to the account when this
device is connected.
There are a wide range of hardware solutions which can be implemented. Some examples
include a USB key or magnetic card that needs to be connected to the users phone or computer
either manually or through a NFC or Bluetooth connection. Such devices could also include a
requirement for a fingerprint or to push buttons for a manual confirmation of any account
related action.
These solutions combined with algorithmic authentication codes (like Google Authenticator)
could help ensure a wide range of options which will be convenient yet ensure a very secure
trading environment for OCB users.
To avoid fishing, when setting up an account, users will have to choose 3 colors. When logging
into their account, before entering their password, OCB will always show these 3 colors so users
can know if they are on the official website

What is a OCB payment card?

The payment card allows the cardholder to access to or benefit from services such as account
inquiry, cash deposit, checkbooks order, funds transfers, etc. The services listed are provided by
Banks through Automated Banking Machines (ABM) and they are not linked to the card itself.
Funds transfer or checkbooks order can be accessed via other channels (Branch or Internet for
example). We see that the customer can use a card to authenticate himself and access bank
services. But the card is not made solely to be used as a mean of authentication. In this article,
we will look at services that are linked to the card. Unless the cardholder subscribe to the card,
he cannot benefit from them. As you will see that is where the differences between payment
cards lie.
The cards can be broadly classified according to the following categories:
Cash Withdrawal cards
Debit cards
Immediate debit cards
Deferred debit cards
Debit cards without systematic authorization

Debit cards with systematic authorization
Credit cards
Debit and credit cards
Private cards
Prepaid cards
OCB has partnered with OCBCard to issue an OCB debit card that can be used for transactions
worldwide.
OCB holders should be entitled to access fiat currency at any time.
Through the use of an OCB debit card, OCB enables its holders
to withdraw and pay for local products or services by deducting directly from their OCB account.
The OCB debit card will be issued by OCBCard to ensure worldwide usability.

So what OCB Blockchain can do with payment card?
Similar to bank card payment forms. OCB Blockchain will also release and provide its own card
through cooperation with the bank and incorporate Blockchain's features to put crypto into
payment in life.
OCB Blockchain will link and integrate extensively with partners who are retail chain owners and
work closely with the bank to have the best, safest and most convenient payment system.

OCB Virtual Visa Card

A OCB VISA virtual card will be added to Apple Pay/Google Pay by default and can be used to pay in any
NFC location where a VISA card and Apple/Google/Samsung Pay is accepted.
As NFC payment requires verification by fingerprint or passcode, this adds an extra layer of security over
the common contactless card payment.
Furthermore, if the user chooses to pay with a major cryptocurrency such as BTC, ETH or OCB Coin, OCB
will be able to process the payment via the OCB App and the NFC payment app directly.
The conversion of crypto to Fiat currency will happen instantly through the OCB internal buy-back
facility simultaneously sending Fiat payment to retailers. Customers will have the experience of being
able to spend their cryptos seamlessly as a mobile payment in any shop

OCB Payment Gateway

OCB Gateway API, which is an open-source API and available in GitHub, will let anyone create his or her
own payment gate within the OCB Fiat Ecosystem and run on OCB Blockchain.
This implies that all online websites can now techically accept cryptocurrency by simply using the OCB
Payment Gateway API.
For this reason, we have developed Shotify app. Which allow 500000 online stores in 175 countries
accept cryptocurrency simply by installing a free app that takes minutes to install.

Crypto trading and Forex trading

In addition to trading services for wallet and blockchain cards. The OCB Blockchain has a variety
of benefits from Crypto trading and Forex Trading by the AI System.

What is the benefit of Crypto trading?
THE OPPORTUNITY
2019 is forecasted to have $7.4 trillion in digital asset trading volume.

Katherine Wood, CEO of ARK Investment Management, revealed from her research that in 2018
there was $1.4 trillion in transaction volume on the Bitcoin blockchain.
Research and surveys from institutions such as the World Economic Forum (WEF), Deloitte and
McKinsey, project that up to 10% of the global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) will be stored and
transacted with the help of blockchain technology by 2025–27.
Based on extensive market sizing research on the future potential of Asset Tokenization, Finoa
estimates that the tokenized asset market will be $24tn by 2027.

Tim Draper, the billionaire venture capitalist, stated in 2018 that the digital asset market will
reach $80 trillion within 15 years.
In February 2019, the BitMEX digital assets derivatives exchange achieved $1 trillion in notional
trading volume
Five years ago, at the end of Q1 2013, the total cryptocurrency market cap was slightly above $1
Billion. Since then it has increased more than 400 times with a peak in 1Q 2018 of >$700B
While it is impossible to project exactly the size of the cryptocurrency market it is possible to
assume that over the next five years it may increase ten to twentyfold and become a multi trillion
$ market within 2-3 years, eventually reaching $10T1 in 5-7 years.

The leading crypto currencies have market caps of $1-100B while at the bottom of the market
there are numerous ”penny stock”-type crypto currencies with a market value of less than a few
dollars. In addition, this emerging marketplace is being invigorated by a stream
of ICOs ﬂooding the market providing additional risk capital and liquidity and many of these new
currencies will be traded on exchanges.
Bitcoin is the undisputed crypto currencies leader representing nearly half of the market at
current market cap of $100B. In effect cryptocurrency prices are highly correlated with Bitcoin
market demand.

Crypto exchanges are truly winners in crypto markets racking up daily trading revenues ranging
from $100K to >3-4M, boosted by trading volumes of $16B and more in 2018.
The top 10 exchanges control approx. 33% of the market and BTC (bitcoin) represents 35% of the
total trading volume.

“The crypto currencies market is highly volatile with large
daily spread in pricing and with new digital assets being
introduced to the market.
Such conditions provide huge opportunities for profits for
different categories of traders as well as for crypto
exchanges.”

Mobile / Web / Desktop application OCB Trader

The OCB Trader Platform will be our flagship offering and is expected to be a primary driver of
user acquisition.
The platform will initially focus on delivering the most value to high-end and more sophisticated
traders who are looking for a user-friendly and yet professional trading platform.
The goal is to focus on the most important yet simple tasks such as taking and managing a trade
or making and sharing analysis, and with a great emphasis on enhanced social features, such as
tipping for rewarding contributors.
The trading platform will provide users with an innovative user experience called “mouse
trading”. This feature will enable additional faster ways to take trades and adjust the risk of a
position. Several other advanced tools such as an integrated block explorer, trade analyzer,
market sentiment monitor, and other more traditional technical analysis tools and technical
indicators will help ensure proper screening and analysis of the markets.
The platform interface has been designed to be modular so that any user can modify it to
better fit their needs. Developers can create widgets in almost any programming language to
extend the capacity of the platform.
Various tools like a new order book, a trading algorithm, an indicator, or any other desired tools
are all possible.
These customization options can be used individually or developers can offer their tools for free
or for a fee in the integrated store. The store will offer the general community widgets as well
as several

“business-oriented” one which have been designed to help provide professional traders the
ability to deliver and monetize their content. This will include such features as facilitating a live
trading session, private chat rooms, e-learning modules, etc…
By default, the interface will be connected to and powered by the OCB exchanges, but it could
be used as standalone product that can easily integrate other exchanges and traditional
brokers. When a user connects to another exchange, they will continue to leverage from the
OCBTrader UX and UI.

What is the benefit of Forex trading?

Compare Cryptocurrency market Daily trading volume to Forex market Daily volume.
Our recently made research shows that Cryptocurrency Trading daily volume isaround
$7,100,000,000 compare to Forex Trading daily volume is around $5,100,000,000,000. It is hard
to even see cryptocurrencies part on this doughnut chart:
The market for Cryptocurrencies trading is still very new and the space for development is
extremely large in the future.

Benefits of Forex Trading
24 Hour Market
The Forex market is the largest and most liquid of all the financial markets. Since the Forex
market is a worldwide market, trading is conducted 24 hours a day, 5 and a half days a week. As
long as there is a market opened somewhere in the world, trading in Forex is continuous. Trading
starts when the markets open in Australia on Sunday evening and ends after the markets close
in New York on Friday.

High Liquidity
Liquidity is the ability of an asset to be converted into cash quickly and without any price discount.
In the highly liquid Forex market, large amounts of money can be moved into and out of the
market with minimal price movement. The Forex market's daily activity often exceeds $4-5
trillion USD a day. This high liquidity aspect gives Goldenschild the advantage to enter and exit
the Forex market easily while capturing lucrative trading profits from it.

Leverage
Due to the high liquidity nature of the Forex market, the leverage amounts provided are one of
the highest that investors can obtain. Leverage is a loan that is provided to the investor by a
broker or bank. Swissquote Bank offers up to 100:1 leverage on all investment accounts. Proper

use of leverage in conjunction with safe money management techniques provides a great
advantage when trading the Forex market.

No Commissions & Low Spreads
Unlike stocks, there are no commissions associated with trading currencies. Since the Forex
market is an international OTC (over the counter) market, there is no physical, centralized
exchange trading floor. Trading is conducted 24 hours a day across the globe electronically.
Because of this, there are no expensive exchange fees associated with Forex trading. The only
cost of trading Forex is the spread between the bid (buy) price and the ask (sell) price of a
currency pair.
The spreads in the Forex market are in fact much tighter (less) than the spreads found in other
markets such as stocks. This makes OTC Forex trading one of the most cost-effective and efficient
means of investing. Goldenschild takes advantage of Swissquote Bank's highly competition tight
spreads.

Profit Regardless of Market Direction
The Forex market is always providing investors the potential for profits, regardless of where the
market is currently trending. The ability to "short" a currency pair in the Forex market is not only
allowed, but is very easy to achieve. A short-sale is the selling of a currency pair before you buy
it. In order to make a profit on a short-sale trade, you must buy the currency back for less than
you received when you sold it. The difference represents your profit or loss on the trade. With
the ability to both long (buy) and short, profits can be made on trading both sides of the Forex
market.

Road map
Jan 2018

Idea realization and market research

Apr 2018

Architecture design and Whitepaper

Sep 2018

Key payment partnership agreement signed
Mobile App beta version

Dec 2018

Contract with Forex broker trade

Jan 2019

Have initiated the development of the centralized exchange, trading
interface and wallet.
Backend exchange supports: BTC, BCH, ETH, USDT, DASH

May 2019

Working prototypes for the trading interface: one for Forex and one for
cryptotrading.

Aug 2019

Start offer ICO private and Pre-Sale
OCB blockchain Smart Contract
Hit the first Crypto exchange.

Q3 2019

List in Leading Crypto exchange.
List in Coinmarketcap.com

Q4 2019

Launch simple BTC and ETH mobile (Android and iOS) and desktop
(Windows and MacOS) wallet.
Execute trading bots and analysis tools within trading interface

Q1 2020

Launching our centralized exchange support cryptocurrencies and fiat,
Forex.
Introduce OCB payment gateway and OCB Debit Card, ATM service.
Building personal financial hub to expand the offering to tokenized assets
and funds.

Q3 2020

Develop Plugins, app for Other E-commerce Platform
OCB Banking License
Multi Currency & Multi language

Policy
Package
Package

TOKEN OCB bonus

100$ – 500$
501$ – 1.000$
1.001$ – 3.000$
3.001$ – 5.000$
5.001$ – 7.000$
7.001$ – 10.000$
10.001$ – 30.000$
30.001$ – 50.000$

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Static interest
Static interest is paid by OCB token

Package
100$ – 500$
501$ – 1.000$
1.001$ – 3.000$
3.001$ – 5.000$
5.001$ – 7.000$
7.001$ – 10.000$
10.001$ – 30.000$
30.001$ – 50.000$

Daily interest
0.25%
0.3%
0.35%
0.4%
0.45%
0.5%
0.6%
0.65%

Direct commission: 5% (paid by OCB token)
Binary commission: 5% weak branch (paid by OCB token)
Pull commission: paid by OCB

Monthly interest
7.5%
9%
10.5%
12%
13.5%
15%
18%
19.5%

Direct sales system
300.000$

Rank
Vip 1

Pull
5%

450.000$

F1
2 F1 in 2 branches. Each F1
has direct sales system: at
least $ 100,000
2 F1 reached Vip 1

Vip 2

6%

900.000$

2 F1 reached Vip 2

Vip 3

7%

1.350.000$

2 F1 reached Vip 3

Vip 4

9%

4.050.000$

2 F1 reached Vip 4

Vip 5

10%

System commission
Received on daily interest received by your downline.
Commissions received by OCB token.
%
50%
30%
10%
5%
5%
5%
5%

F
F1
F2
F3 – F5
F6 – F8
F9 – F12
F13 – F16
F17 – Fn

Condition
No conditions required
2F1 buy $ 100 package
3F1 buy 500 $ package
5F1 buy $ 500 package
7F1 buy $ 1,000 package
10F1 buy $ 1,000 package
15F1 buy $ 3,000 package

Withdrawal of OCB token: 0% withdrawal fee
Withdrawal of BTC or ETH:
Member chooses the type of money to receive.
3% withdrawal fee
Cancel the contract
Members are entitled to cancel the contract after 12 months.
After withdrawal, the interest and commissions of system will be lost.

BLOCK MAX – OCB TOKEN
Details of the OCB
Token name

Blockmax

Token symbol

OCB

Platform

Ethereum

Total number of tokens

60,000,000 OCB

Token price

0.05$ - 0.9$

Currencies accepted

BTC, ETH

Pre-Sale

16,000,000 OCB

Main-Sale

28,000,000 OCB

KYC required

No

OCB Token

The OCB is used as a medium of payment and as an asset for trading crypto/fiat pairs as well as
use with digitized Forex and stocks from a wallet.
The OCB token will be launched following the finalizing of several banking partnerships.
The OCB smart contract will hold OCB tokens.
Due to the current lack of strong publicly available and audited stable coin options, OCB has
pursued establishing our own stable coin on the Ethereum network.
However, we will look at the evolution of Ethereum network following the implementation of
various scalability solutions and if the newer Proof of Stake model does not significantly improve
costs and scalability on the network then OCB will either use a different network such as EOS
and/or will use an external stable coin solution if a strong option with real time audits.

Token distribution
Offered for sale

73 %

Team

5%

Advisors

5%

Marketing

12 %

Daily operations

5%

Use of funds
Infrastructure

16%

Development

25%

Legal

9%

Marketing, PR

23%

Operations, admin

8%

Security

19%

Team

CEO and Founder
Evan Bullis

Evan is one of the very best personal financial advisers in EU. He is
dedicated to personal fnancial planning focusing on wealth management,
development, and implementation of sophisticated, long-term fnancial
plans that are highly tailored to the
client’s individual needs.
He has more than 15 years of experience in the fnancial service
industry and strong industry connections that helped him to serve many
families with tens of million Euros in investable assets.

Strategy Advisor
Hector Moye

Hector is CEO of a successful incubator managiing high potential companies
in Central Europe.
With over 10 years of IT tech and business experience, he oversaw major
projects for such international customers as Orange, TMobile, Cisco, and
SkyToll. Hector is also the co-founder and shareholder of several IT
companies and startup

CTO
Tyrone Brigman

Senior software tech lead and lead engineer, 10 years of software
development and management experience in various tech leader and
financial institutions such as: Just Eat, Investec, Bookatable and Logical Full
stack developer with deep experience in delivering end to end products in
the blockchain space, at various start-ups and large tech companies BSc
from University of Melbourne

Marketing Manager
Laura Johnson

Laura worked as a sales director in different IT companies for more than
ten years in sales. After that she joined one of the most agile digital
marketing agencies as a sales director, where she worked as a consultant
with known brands in Europe. She is passionate about business models,
growth hacking and digital marketing in general.

Blockchain developer
Victor Finley

Victor is a tech enthusiast with more than 7 years experience in leading big
IT projects in the telco industry. He first connected with cryptocurrencies in
2010 through researching cryptography. This led to a fascination of the
idea behind Bitcoin, and an ongoing journey of discovery in this
technological field. He is a strong believer that blockchain technologies will
have a lasting effect on the world.

Fullstack Developer
Noble Trigg

Noble started as a developer support officer at Telerik where he helped
customers build .NET apps. Later on, he decided to follow his passion for
system programming by joining a core C++ platform team at VMware. He
has also been contributing to the D programming language and is
passionate about open-source leading him to want to contribute to the
Blockchain ecosystem.

PR and communication
Melanie Partida

Melanie studied PR and mass communication in Sofia University. One of
the first team members at OCB, Melanie is developing the PR and
marketing of OCB, as well as managing the office and administration of the
company.

Software developer
Gary Sessions

Gary is an ambitious coffee-driven software developer with 4 years of C
and C++ programming experience. Ivan has an interest in blockchain
technologies which led him to learn Solidity and write smart contracts

Project manager
Glenn Garza

Glenn spent over two years managing projects for UBER and has 8 years
previous experience leading teams and improving and scaling businesses.
Glenn is managing and tracking processes in Jarvis to build and develop the
best management practices. Since 2015, he has also been a successful
crypto investor and Forex

